
Date: Thu, Apr 2, 2020 at 4:50 PM 
Subject: COVID-19 April 2 Chancellor's Update 
To: <Pima-All@pima.edu> 
 
 
Sent of behalf of Chancellor Lee Lambert 
 
 
Topic: Meeting student needs 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
Many of you have shared the stories of students who are particularly challenged right now and asked 
how you might help. 
 
One way is through gifts to the Pima Community College Foundation, which is collecting for a Student 
Emergency Fund and Areas of Greatest Need. We currently are working on developing criteria and 
access procedures for the emergency fund. You can contribute online. 
 
The Foundation also is actively working in the community to garner financial and other support, 
including helping to identify solutions to student technology needs. I would like to thank our Foundation 
staff and Board and, in particular, President Marcy Euler, for mobilizing quickly to identify critical needs 
and work toward a solution. 
 
I also would like to thank Hilda Ladner, Pima’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion officer, who worked with a 
third-party to secure and distribute 40 laptops to students.  We understand the urgency of this need and 
are working quickly to help fill the gap. Thank you to everyone who has reached out with resources and 
ideas. We are pursuing every opportunity. 
 
Thank you to those of you working to identify other resources for students to meet housing, food, child 
care and other needs. We are connecting students to these community resources daily. 
 
The challenges our students, and certainly many of our employees, face right now are likely to only grow 
in urgency in coming weeks.  While we may begin to emerge into more normal patterns, the needs 
caused by this sudden and unexpected economic crisis will continue for months and perhaps years.  
 
Moving forward, even as we continue to identify immediate needs, will be the importance of beginning 
to look at longer term possibilities. Anticipating that people will look to community colleges for training 
and retraining, determining what role Pima will play and how our programs and services will look in 
August, January and beyond will be paramount. 
 
In the meantime, your generosity of time, talent and treasure, is making and will continue to make a 
difference. 
 
Lee D. Lambert 
Chancellor 
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